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Abstract: Oblivious Transfer (OT) has been regarded as one of the most signifi-
cant cryptography tools in recent decades. Since the mechanism of OT is widely 
used in many applications such as e-commerce, secret information exchange, and 
games, various OT schemes have been proposed to improve its functionality and 
efficiency. In 2001, Naor and Pinkas proposed a secure 1-out-of-n OT protocol, in 
which the sender has n messages and the chooser can get one of these n messages in 
each protocol run. What is more, the sender cannot find which message has been 
chosen by the chooser and the chooser knows only the correct message. In 2004, 
Wakaha and Ryota proposed a secure t-out-of-n OT protocol, which is an extension 
of the 1-out-of-n OT protocol proposed by Naor and Pinkas. Wakaha and Ryota’s t-
out-of-n OT protocol allows the chooser to get t messages from the sender simulta-
neously in each protocol run. Besides, the sender cannot know what the chooser has 
chosen and the chooser can only know the exact t messages. However, getting deep 
understanding of Wakaha and Ryota’s protocol, it could be concluded that it still 
lacks efficiency such that it is hard to be applied in real-world applications. In this 
article, a secure and efficient t-out-of-n OT protocol based on the Generalized Chi-
nese Remainder Theorem is proposed, in which the chooser can securely get t mes-
sages from the sender simultaneously in each protocol run. The efficiency of the 
proposed t-out-of-n OT protocol is higher than that of Wakaha and Ryota’s proto-
col in terms of practical application. 

Keywords: Oblivious Transfer, Generalized Chinese Remainder Theorem, 
Communications, Secrets Exchange. 

Introduction 

Recently, numerous Oblivious Transfer (OT) protocols have been applied in many 
applications such as e-commerce, secret information exchange, games, and others. 
Therefore, OT has become an important cryptography tool. In 1981, Rabin first pro-
posed the concept of oblivious transfer.1 People can think of Rabin’s OT protocol as 
a game between two participants, Alice and Bob, where Alice is the sender and Bob 
is the chooser. Alice sends one bit to Bob, and Bob will get either nothing with prob-
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ability 1/2 or the same bit with the same probability. What is more, Alice cannot 
know which event has happened to Bob. Rabin’s idea of OT has attracted a lot of at-
tention; it has become a popular research topic since it was proposed. 

An extended concept is one-out-of-two OT protocol, denoted as ( 2
1OT ), in which 

Alice sends two bits to Bob, 1b  and 2b . Besides, Bob can choose to get either 1b  or 

2b  and can receive one of the two bits with the same probability 1/2. However, Alice 
cannot know which bit Bob has chosen in this protocol run. Later, a more significant 
version 1-out-of-n OT protocol, denoted as ( n

1OT ), was proposed, in which Alice 
possesses n messages and Bob can get one of them in each protocol run. Similarly to 
the 2

1OT -protocol, Alice cannot know which message Bob has received, and Bob can 
get nothing else than the correct message.2,3,4,5,6 

In general, many OT protocols have been proposed with the objective to improve ef-
ficiency or functionality. The most recent research on OT protocols is the t-out-of-n 
version, denoted as ( n

tOT ), in which Alice possesses n messages and Bob can get t 
out of these n messages simultaneously in each protocol run. Besides, Alice cannot 
find out which messages Bob has received, and Bob can know nothing other than the 
correct t messages. However, the majority of these improvements are either based on 
parallel computing or need heavy computation.7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14 In 2004, Wakaha and 
Ryota proposed a secure t-out-of-n OT protocol, which is an extension of the 1-out-
of-n OT protocol proposed by Naor and Pinkas. Although Wakaha and Ryota’s t-out-
of-n OT protocol allows the chooser to get t messages from the sender simultaneously 
in each protocol run, getting understanding of Wakaha and Ryota’s t-out-of-n OT 
protocol shows that it still lacks efficiency.15,16 

In this article, the authors propose a secure and more efficient version of the t-out-of-
n OT protocol based on the Generalized Chinese Remainder Theorem (GCRT).17 The 
proposed OT protocol can meet the following requirements, which are considered as 
the most important ones for the general OT protocols.18,19,20 

• Requirement 1: Correctness – If both the sender and the chooser follow the t-
out-of-n OT protocol, the chooser will receive the correct t messages after 
executing the protocol with the sender. 

• Requirement 2: Privacy of the chooser – After the OT protocol is performed 
with the chooser the sender cannot know which messages are chosen by the 
chooser. 

• Requirement 3: Privacy of the sender – After the OT protocol is performed 
with the sender the chooser can get nothing else except these t messages. 
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section will review the 1-out-
of-n OT protocol proposed by Naor and Pinkas and the t-out-of-n OT protocol pro-
posed by Wakaha and Ryota. Some preliminaries are described afterwards, followed 
by description of the proposed protocol. Some discussions and analyses of the pro-
posed protocol and comparisons between the proposed n

tOT  protocol and other re-
lated works are given next. Finally, the last section gives some conclusions. 

Review of Related Work 

This section introduces the 1-out-of-n OT protocol proposed by Naor and Pinkas and 
the t-out-of-n OT protocol proposed by Wakaha and Ryota. 

Review of Naor and Pinkas’s 1-out-of-n OT Protocol 

Prior to describing Naor and Pinkas’s 1-out-of-n OT protocol, the authors define 
some notations used in their protocol. Let g  be a generator of a multiplicative group 
with a prime order q . Alice is the sender, while Bob is the chooser. 

>∈< gMMM n , , , 21 K  are the n messages kept by the sender Alice. G  is a large 
prime. cM  is the choice of the chooser Bob, where c is the serial number of the cho-
sen message and nc ≤≤1 . The details of the protocol proposed by Naor and Pinkas 
are given below. 

Step 1: Bob constructs a polynomial )(xf  as follows 

   ,)( cxxf −=  

and then he chooses a  and b  randomly from qZ . Next, Bob generates 

   ),()()( cabxabxfxf −+=+=′  

and sets 

   .cabe −=  

Finally, Bob computes 

   , mod GgA a=  

   , mod GgB b=  and 
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   , mod GgE e=  

and sends the messages } , ,{ EBA  to Alice. 

Step 2: After receiving the messages sent by Bob, Alice computes  

   , mod GgEY i
i =  for ni  , ,2 ,1 K= . 

Then, for ni  , ,2 ,1 K= , Alice selects is  and ir  randomly from qZ  and com-

putes 

   ,modGgAH ii rs
i =  

   ,modGBYK ii rs
ii =  and 

   .modGMKF iii ∗=  

Finally, Alice sends all pairs of ( iH , iF ) to Bob, where ni  , ,2 ,1 K= . 

Step 3: When Bob receives the messages sent by Alice, he computes 

   ,modGHK b
cc =   

and then reveals the demanded message as follows 

   .mod/ GKFM ccc =′  

Review of Wakaha and Ryota’s t-out-of-n OT Protocol 

In this subsection, the authors introduce Wakaha and Ryota’s n
tOT  protocol which is 

an extension of Naor and Pinkas’s 1-out-of-n OT protocol. The authors begin with 
definition of the notations used in the n

tOT  protocol proposed by Naor and Pinkas. 
Let g  be a generator of a multiplicative group with a prime order q . G  is a large 
prime number. The sender Alice possesses n messages 1M , 2M , …, and nM , where 

1M , 2M , …, nM ∈< g >. 
1cM , 

2cM , …, and 
tcM  are the t  choices of the chooser 

Bob, where 
1cM , 

2cM , …, and 
tcM ∈{ 1M , 2M , …, nM } and nccc t ≤≤ ,,,1 21 K . 

tcM  denotes the tc -th message chosen by Bob. The details of the proposed by 

Wakaha and Ryota t-out-of-n OT protocol are presented below. 
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Step 1: Bob constructs a polynomial )(xf , where 

   ).())(()( 21 tcxcxcxxf −−−= K  

Then, Bob chooses a , 0b , 1b , …, and 1−tb  randomly from qZ , and generates 

another polynomial )(xf ′ , where 

   ).()()( 1
110

−
−++++=′ t

t xbxbbaxfxf L  

Let 0e , 1e , …, te  denote the coefficients of )(xf ′ , that is, 

   ,)())(( 0210 abccce t +−−−= K  

     M  

   ,1211 )( −− +−−−−= ttt abccce L  and 

   .)( 1
110

tt
t xxexeexf ++++=′ −
−L  

Next, Bob computes  

   , mod GgA a=  

   , mod GgB jb
j =  where ,0 tj ≤≤  and 

   , mod GgE je
j =  where ,0 tj ≤≤  

and then sends the messages { 110110  , , , , , , , , −− tt EEEBBBA KK } to Alice. 

Step 2: Receiving the messages sent by Bob, Alice computes 

   , mod    
12

1210 GgEEEEY
tt ii

t
ii

i
−

−= K  where ni  , ,2 ,1 K= . 

For ni  , ,2 ,1 K= , Alice chooses ir  and is  randomly from qZ  and computes 

   , mod GgAH ii rs
i =  
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   , mod)   (
12

1210 GBBBBYK i
t

i ri
t

iis
ii

−

−= K  and 

   .modGMKF iii ∗=  

Next, Alice sends all pairs of ( iH , iF ) to Bob, where ni  , ,2 ,1 K= . 

Step 3: Upon receiving the messages sent by Alice, for } , , ,{ 21 tccci K∈  Bob com-
putes iK ′  as follows: 

   . mod
1

110 GHK
t

t ibibb
ii

−
−+++=′ L  

Finally, Bob can retrieve those t  messages that he really wants to know as fol-
lows: 

   , mod/ GKFM iii ′=′  for } , , ,{ 21 tccci K∈ . 

Preliminaries 

This section introduces the exact definition of the proposed t-out-of-n OT protocol 
and the Generalized Chinese Remainder Theorem. 

Definition of the t-out-of-n OT Protocol 

The t-out-of-n OT protocol is a two-party protocol in which the sender has n mes-
sages, { 1a , 2a , …, na }, and the chooser can securely get t  of these messages 
simultaneously in each protocol run. Nevertheless, the sender cannot find which t  
messages are chosen by Bob, and the chooser knows only these t  messages. In the 
following, the authors introduce the three essential properties of the general t-out-of-n 
OT protocol. 

• Property 1: Correctness – If both the sender and the chooser follow the t-out-
of-n OT protocol, the chooser will get the correct t  messages after executing 
the protocol with the sender. 

• Property 2: The privacy of the chooser – After the t-out-of-n OT protocol is 
executed with the chooser, the sender cannot find out which t messages are 
chosen by the chooser. 

• Property 3: The privacy of the sender – After the t-out-of-n OT protocol is 
executed with the sender, the chooser cannot learn anything else but these t  
messages. 
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Generalized Chinese Remainder Theorem 

This subsection presents the Generalized Chinese Remainder Theorem (GCRT) fol-
lowed by an example. 

Definition of the Generalized Chinese Remainder Theorem 21 
Let 1d , 2d , …, and nd  denote n positive integers and let form the modulus set, 
where id  and jd  are relatively prime in pairs for nji  , ,2 ,1 , K=  and ji ≠ . 1a , 2a , 

…, na  are any n positive integers. ,21 ndddkD ∗∗∗∗= K  where k  is a positive 
integer that satisfies },,,Min{},,,{Max 2121 nn dddkaaa KK << . ∗∗∗= 21 ddkDi  

in dd /∗L  for ni  , ,2 ,1 K= . ⎡ ⎤kdaN iii /∗=  for ni  , ,2 ,1 K= . Then the following 
congruences have the same unique solution, 

   ⎣ ⎦ ), (mod/ 11 kadX ≡  

   ⎣ ⎦ ), (mod/ 22 kadX ≡  

    M  

   ⎣ ⎦ ). (mod/ kadX nn ≡  

The reader may ask: how do we compute X  from k , 1d , 2d , …, nd , 1a , 2a , …, 
and na ? Since 1d , 2d , …, and nd  are relatively prime in pairs, for ni  , ,2 ,1 K=  we 
have ( id , iD )=1. Therefore, there should exist an integer iy  such that 

)  (mod  )( iii dkkyD ∗≡  for ni  , ,2 ,1 K= . Besides, ) (mod 0 )( jii dkyD ∗≡ , where 

ij ≠ . This is due to the fact that ( idD / ) is h  times of id , where Nh∈ . Let 
DNyDNyDNyDX nnn  mod)()()( 222111 +++= L . Then X  is the unique solution 

of the above congruence system. 

An Example of GCRT 
Task: Find a positive integer X  for the RNS (2, 3, 4) with the moduli set (6, 7, 11) 
and the general modulus k  = 5. 

Solution: For the numbers D , 1D , 2D , 3D , we obtain 

   D  = 5∗ 6∗ 7∗ 11 = 2310, 

   1D  = ( 1/ dD ) = (2310/6) = 385,  

   2D  = ( 2/ dD ) = (2310/7) = 330, and  
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   3D  = ( 3/ dD ) = (2310/11) = 210. 

Therefore solving  385 1y  ≡ 5 ( mod 6∗ 5), we get 1y  = 5,  

   330 2y  ≡ 5 ( mod 7∗ 5), we have 2y  = 5, and 

   210 3y  ≡ 5 ( mod 11 ∗ 5), we have 3y  = 5. 

Besides, 1N , 2N  and 3N  can be derived as follows 

   1N  = ⎡ ⎤5/62∗  = 3, 

   2N  = ⎡ ⎤5/73∗  = 5, and 

   3N  = ⎡ ⎤5/114∗  = 9. 

Using the equation DNyDNyDNyDX nnn  mod)()()( 222111 +++= L , we obtain 

 X = 385 ∗ 5∗ 3 + 330∗ 5∗ 5 + 210∗ 5∗ 9 = 375 mod  2310. 

Therefore, X  = 375 is the solution of the example. 

Verification: 

   ⎣ ⎦6/375 mod 5 = 62 mod  5 = 2,  

   ⎣ ⎦7/375 mod 5 = 53 mod  5 = 3,  

   ⎣ ⎦11/375 mod 5 = 34 mod  5 = 4. 

The Proposed Protocol 

This section presents the proposed t-out-of-n OT protocol based on the Generalized 
Chinese Remainder Theorem. The flowchart of the proposed OT protocol is shown in 
Figure 1. First, the authors summarize the notations used in their t-out-of-n OT proto-
col as follows. 

• Alice is the sender; 
• Bob is the chooser; 
• e  is the public key of the sender Alice; 
• d  is the private key of the sender Alice; 
• G  is a large prime number; 
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• 1a , 2a , …, na  are the n  messages held by Alice, where Nai ∈  and 
ni  , ,2 ,1 K= ; 

• 1d , 2d , …, nd  are n  positive integers that are relatively prime in pairs, 
where ii ad >  for ni  , ,2 ,1 K= ; 

• k  that satisfies },,,Min{},,,{Max 2121 nn dddkaaa KK <<  is a positive 
integer; 

• iID  is the identity of the message ia , where ni  , ,2 ,1 K= ; 

• 1T , 2T , …, nT  are the average values for the chooser enabling him/her to re-

trieve the demanded messages, where GdT e
ii  mod=  for ni  , ,2 ,1 K= ; 

• D  is the value of ndddk ∗∗∗∗ L21 ; 
• iD  equals idD /  for ni ,,2,1 K= ; 
• iN  equals ⎡ ⎤kda ii /∗  for ni ,,2,1 K= ; 

• 1b , 2b , …, tb  are the t  messages that Bob wants to know, where 
} , , ,{  21 nj aaab K∈  with the corresponding item ( jID , jT ) for 

tj  , ,2 ,1 K= . 

In what follows, the authors provide the details of the proposed t-out-of-n OT proto-
col based on GCRT. 

Step 1: Receiving the request sent by Bob, for all messages 1a , 2a , …, na , Alice se-
lects n  positive integers, 1d , 2d , …, nd , that are relatively prime in pairs for 
this protocol run, where ,11 ad >  ,22 ad >  …, and nn ad > . Then Alice 
generates a positive integer k  that satisfies },,,{Max 21 naaak K>  and 

},,,Min{ 21 ndddk K<  and computes  

   ndddkD ∗∗∗∗= L21 , 

   ,/ ii dDD =  for ni  , ,2 ,1 K= , 

   ⎡ ⎤kdaN iii /∗= , for ni  , ,2 ,1 K= ;  

then she constructs the following congruence system:  

   ⎣ ⎦ ), (mod/ 11 kadX ≡  

   ⎣ ⎦ ), (mod/ 22 kadX ≡  
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    M  

   ⎣ ⎦ ). (mod/ kadX nn ≡  

Next, Alice computes X  as follows: 

 DNyDNyDNyDX nnn  mod)()()( 222111 +++= L  by GCRT,  

where ) (mod)( kdkyD iii ∗≡ , for ni  , ,2 ,1 K= . 

Afterwards, Alice computes 

   ,mod11 GdT e=  

   ,mod22 GdT e=  

    M  

   ,modGdT e
nn =  

by using the public key e . Next, Alice transmits X , k  and all pairs of 
( iID , iT ) to Bob for ni  , ,2 ,1 K= .22,23 

Step 2: Receiving the messages sent by Alice, Bob selects t  pairs ( jDI ′ , jT ′ ), for 

tj  , ,2 ,1 K= , and generates t  corresponding random numbers 1r , 2r , …, tr , 
for each pair ( jDI ′ , jT ′ ). Next, Bob computes  

   ,mod111 GTr e ′∗=α  

   ,mod222 GTr e ′∗=α  

    M  

   ,modGTr t
e

tt ′∗=α  

by using Alice’s public key e . Then, Bob sends the computational result { 1α , 

2α , …, tα } to Alice. 

Step 3: Upon receiving the messages sent by Bob, Alice computes 

   ,mod11 Gdαρ =  
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the Proposed t-out-of-n OT Protocol. 

   ,mod22 Gdαρ =  

    M  

   ,modGd
tt αρ =  

using her private key d , and then she sends the computational results { 1ρ , 

2ρ , …, tρ } to Bob. 

Step 4: Receiving the messages sent by Alice, Bob computes 

   ,mod1
1

11 Grd ρ∗=′ −  

   ,mod2
1

22 Grd ρ∗=′ −  

    M  

   ,mod1 Grd ttt ρ∗=′ −  

Finally, Bob can successfully use X  and k  to compute the required t  mes-
sages as follows, 

 

Bob Alice 

),(
        

),(
),(

 ,    

22

11

nn TID

TID
TID
kX

M

Request

},...,,{ 21 tααα

},...,,{ 21 tρρρ
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   ⎣ ⎦ ,mod  / 11 kdXb ′=  

   ⎣ ⎦ ,mod  / 22 kdXb ′=  

    M  

   ⎣ ⎦ .mod  / kdXb tt ′=  

Discussion and Analysis 

This section demonstrates that the proposed protocol satisfies the essential require-
ments of the general t-out-of-n OT protocols mentioned in a previous section and pre-
sents some comparisons between the protocol and other related work. 

Analysis of the Essential Requirements 

This subsection demonstrates that the OT protocol presented in this article meets the 
three essential requirements of the general OT protocols. 

Requirement 1: Correctness 
At the beginning, it is assumed that both the sender Alice and the chooser Bob are 
honest. After they both, Alice and Bob, execute the t-out-of-n OT protocol, Bob will 
get t messages { 1b , 2b , …, tb }. For tj  , ,2 ,1 K= , jb  will be equivalent to one of 

the n  messages { 1a , 2a , …, na } possessed by Alice. It is due to the fact that the 

jT s are computed as follows:  

   ,mod11 GdT e=  

   ,mod22 GdT e=  

    M  

   ,modGdT e
nn =  

and chosen by Bob from these n  messages sent by Alice. Furthermore, X  is gener-
ated by the following congruence system: 

   ⎣ ⎦ ), (mod/ 11 kadX ≡  

   ⎣ ⎦ ), (mod/ 22 kadX ≡  

    M  
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   ⎣ ⎦ ). (mod/ kadX nn ≡  

That is,  

 DNyDNyDNyDX nnn  mod)()()( 222111 +++= L  by GCRT, 

where ) (mod)( kdkyD iii ∗≡ , ⎡ ⎤kdaN iii /∗= , for ni  , ,2 ,1 K= . 

As a result, for each selected item ( jDI ′ , jT ′ ), where tj  , ,2 ,1 K= , Bob can reveal 

one corresponding message that he really wants to know by the following derivation,  

   ,modGTr j
e
jj ′∗=α  

   ,modGd
jj αρ =  

   ,mod1 Grd jjj ρ∗=′ −  and  

   ⎣ ⎦ .mod  / kdXb jj ′=  

Consequently, the proposed protocol can satisfy this requirement. 

Requirement 2: Privacy of the Chooser 
First, it is assumed that these t  pairs ( jDI ′ , jT ′ ) are the messages that Bob chooses 
from the n  messages sent by Alice, where tj  , ,2 ,1 K= . Bob generates a random 
number jr  for each pair ( jDI ′ , jT ′ ), where tj  , ,2 ,1 K= . Even if Alice computes 

Gd
jj modαρ =  instead of Bob to reveal jρ  by using her private key d , Alice can-

not find jd ′  yet. The reason is that jd ′  is computed as:  

   .mod1 Grd jjj ρ∗=′ −  

That is, jd ′  is protected by 1−
jr . However, only Bob knows jr . Therefore, without 

knowing jr  Alice cannot reveal which t  messages are chosen by Bob. Certainly, 

Alice may select a set of { 1b′ , 2b′ , …, tb′ } to try guessing which events have hap-
pened to Bob. Considering that for each event that Alice guesses the correct choice of 
Bob is independent, the probability that Alice guesses the correct choices is estimated 
as follows: 
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   ,/1) , ,2 ,1|( Pr t
jj ntjbb ==′= K  

where t  is the number of the messages that Bob wants to know and n  is the total 
number of the messages kept in Alice’s database. Generally speaking, the number of 
the messages stored in the sender’s database is not less than ten thousand. While t  is 
not less than five, the probability that Alice guesses the correct messages chosen by 
Bob is estimated as follows: 

   .10/1  ),,2,1|( Pr 20≤=′= tjbb jj K  

In other words, the probability that Alice can reveal which t  messages are chosen by 
Bob is quite small. And, therefore, the proposed t-out-of-n OT protocol can condi-
tionally ensure the privacy of Bob’s choices. Thus, this requirement is also met by the 
t-out-of-n OT protocol proposed in this article. 

Requirement 3: Privacy of the Sender 
First, it is assumed that the sender Alice can be trusted. After the proposed protocol is 
performed by both Alice and Bob, Bob can get nothing else than the chosen t mes-
sages. It is due to the fact that Alice only computes 

   ,modGd
jj αρ =   

for tj  , ,2 ,1 K= , by using her private key d . Without knowing Alice’s private key 
d , Bob cannot decrypt the needed jρ  to retrieve jd ′  by computing  

   .mod1 Grd jjj ρ∗=′ −  

As a result, Bob cannot know jb  for ∉jb { 1b , 2b , …, tb }. Consequently, Bob can 

know nothing else than these t  messages that he really wants to know and the pre-
sented protocol can meet this requirement. 

Comparison between the Proposed t-out-of-n OT and Other Related Work 

Protocol 
This subsection presents some comparisons between the protocol presented in this 
article and other related OT protocols described above. The authors begin with de-
scription of the notations used in Table 1. As usual, Alice is the sender, while Bob 
denotes the chooser. n  denotes the number of the messages kept in Alice’s database. 
t  denotes the number of the messages that Bob wants to know. Exp  denotes 
exponential computation operation. 
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Table 1: Comparison between the Proposed Protocol and Other Related Work.  

          Members  

   Protocols        
Alice Bob 

Naor and Pinkas’s Protocol 4( nt ∗ ) Exp  4 t Exp  

Wakaha and Ryota’s Protocol 4 n Exp  ( 13 +t ) Exp  

The Proposed Protocol ( tn + ) Exp  t Exp  

Usually, the computation complexity of an OT protocol depends mainly on the num-
ber of the exponential computation operations. Therefore, only the number of the ex-
ponentiation computation operations of the proposed OT protocol and the other re-
lated protocols is considered in Table 1. Furthermore, repeating a 1-out-of-n OT 
protocol t  times still can achieve the functionality of executing a t-out-of-n OT 
protocol only once. The computational load of Naor and Pinkas’s 1-out-of-n OT 
protocol presented in Table 1 is obtained repeating the 1-out-of-n OT protocol t  
times. 

Considering the sender’s side, since t  is very much less than n , the computational 
load needed in the proposed protocol is about t∗4  times lighter than that of Naor 
and Pinkas’s protocol and it is nearly a quarter of the load needed in Wakaha and 
Ryota’s protocol. On the other hand, considering the chooser’s side, the computa-
tional load required in Naor and Pinkas’s and Wakaha and Ryota’s protocol are four 
and three times heavier than that of the protocol presented in this article, respectively. 
The figures shown in Table 1 clearly demonstrate that the performance of the pro-
posed t-out-of-n OT protocol is better than that of the related protocols both from 
sender’s and chooser’s perspective. 

Conclusions 

With the rapid development of communication and information technologies, Oblivi-
ous Transfer (OT) is widely applied in numerous applications. And, therefore, OT has 
become an important cryptography tool. The mechanism of the t-out-of-n OT proto-
col is a novel and significant version of the OT protocol. In 2004, Wakaha and Ryota 
proposed a secure t-out-of-n OT protocol that allows the chooser to get t messages 
from the sender simultaneously in each protocol run. Unfortunately, getting better 
understanding of Wakaha and Ryota’s t-out-of-n OT protocol, it becomes clear that it 
still lacks efficiency.  
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In this article, a secure and more efficient t-out-of-n OT protocol based on the Gener-
alized Chinese Remainder Theorem (GCRT) is proposed. As analyzed in the article, 
the proposed OT protocol not only satisfies the three essential properties of the gen-
eral OT protocols, but also has better performance than that of other related proto-
cols. Therefore, the proposed t-out-of-n OT protocol is secure and efficient enough to 
be applied in real-world applications. 
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